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Baseplate Compasses
35334

Field 11 incl whistle blister pack
A small compass to keep on your
life jacket, around your neck or on
your jacket zip
Shows direction using cardinal and
ordinal points
In built whistle

$12.00

36582

Voyager 8040
Compact sighting compass with a
sight in the lid, which is also
equipped with a thermometer
Clinometer for determining inclined
angles and millimetre and inch
scales on the baseplate

$65.00

36353

Silva Eclipse 97 Grip

$65.00

SILVA Head Lamps

57081

L1
An efficient headlamp with a
compact design
LED headlamp with 3-watt output7318860165733$60.00
power, which lights up to a distance
of 63 metres and is suitable for
running or skiing
External battery pack, which

37240

X Trail
1 high-power LED
reaching 75 meters, and two
wide-beam performance LEDs
for the floodlight close to you
provide a light image suitable for
all high speed applications. With
a max brightness of 145 lumens

$85.00

37240-2

X Trail Plus as above with
helmet and bike attachment and
rechargable Li-ion battery and
charger

$95.00

Silva Solar Charges

57119

Solar 1 AA
Convenient, portable solar cell for
recharging AA batteries
Five hours of sunlight completely
recharges the batteries
7318860164989$25.00
Perfect for longer trips where the
GPS, radio or headlamp need more
power
4 slots for straps. Includes suction
cups for attachment to windows.

57118

Solar 11 AA
Foldable, all terrain solar cell
Recharges mobile phones, GPSs,
hunting radios or palmtops via a 12volt adapter, the same as is used in
a car’s 12-volt socket
The advantage of the foldable 7318860164996 $50.00
panel is that it is easy to position at
the optimum angle
When folded the solar cells are
protected from the wear and tear
that could occur when it is packed
in a bag

SILVA Wind meters

55250

ADC Wind
Wind gauge with clever functions
for outdoor enthusiasts
It warns of extreme wind chill, 7318860164033 $75.00
saves information about max and
average wind speed and also works
as an alarm clock and stopwatch

55253

ADC IR
Software and communication unit
that makes it possible to transfer
data from the ADC Summit and
ADC Pro
Uploaded data is shown
7318860164064$76.00
graphically, but can also be
exported to a text file
USB connection and software
compatible with the Windows
operating system

SILVA Pedometers

560121

KIDZ Pedometer Step CounterFit
and healthy with 10,000 steps a
day

$9.00

560123

Pedometer Step Counter
Pedometer with basic functionality
Attach it to your trouser waist or
belt
7318860163098
Counts the number of steps
No difficult settings. Weighs 22g
Filter function ignores short
occasional movements

$9.00

560133

Pedometer Dist/Setp
Counts the total distance as well as
the number of steps
Two buttons and simple stride 90017688001
length settings
Filter function ignores short
occasional movements

$15.00

560143

Pedometer Plus
Counts steps, distance, calorie
consumption and also has an
inbuilt stopwatch
The automatic timer starts to count
as soon as you begin to move
Filter function ignores short
occasional movements

$18.00

56015

Pedometer Alarm
A reliable partner for walking or
jogging
Pedometer with coloured panel and
7318860166983$25.00
lots of functions to help you keep
track of your fitness and the
progress
Also equipped with a panic alarm

56016

Pedometer Pulse
Pedometer to have in your belt
Thanks to the heart rate monitor,
Pulse is suitable for those who want
to keep track of their training
Pulse also has automatic timing
7318860166990$30.00
that starts as soon as you begin to
walk and adds the active time to
the total memory
Heart rate is measured with one
finger via a sensor and provides a
temporary pulse value

56017

Pedometer Radio
The same functions as Pedometer
Alarm, but instead of a panic alarm
it has a radio and added speed7318860167003 $30.00
calculation
Allows you to listen to music while
you train. Stores nine stations.
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